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Abstract—Assessment for learning means to provide good information for teachers to help students learning better. Besides tools from the Classical Test Theory (CTT) approach that usually used by teacher, other approach which is called as objective measurement that based on probability is an alternative that can give more precise measurement. Rasch model providing psychometrics analysis techniques can be used by teachers to develop test items as well as an essential tool that can serve relevant information regard to student assessment for learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Assessment in education is an integral process of educational activities. The learning process that occurs in schools always involves the assessment of learning as an essential thing to do. Without that, it is difficult to know for sure, whether the progress of learning has been achieved or not. Almost all the tests conducted in many schools generally use a score approach to explain student achievement. At the same time there is an unavoidable weakness with this approach that usually cannot support an effective feedback to students. The Rasch modeling measurement approach can be used, in order to provide a different perspective to the same data. This paper explains the scope of the assessment, especially the formative test and how to use Rasch model psychometrics techniques in accordance with the assessment for learning perspective.

A. Educational Assessment

The definition of an educational assessment is very diverse, but it usually mentions that decision to put the learner in a context that can state what he/she knows and is capable of (also explains what he/she does not know and has not been able to do). The definition of an educational assessment like this is so broad that it indicates that to know the progress of one's learning, it can be done both formally and informally, at any time and within a timeframe which should not be restricted [8].

The most widely recognized form of educational assessment is the test or examination. The test is a usual evaluation procedure performed by a teacher on the knowledge and skills of the students to know their performance by using certain instruments. The type of test most commonly used by teachers to their students in the classroom is a written test. There are two types of test widely known namely formative and summative assessment. Formative assessment is an assessment activity given by teachers to students where the goal is more to provide useful information to improve next learning activities. This implies that the formative assessment of teachers collects information and interprets evidence of existing learning outcomes, what students need to know more about, and adapts the teaching according to the needs of the students. In this popular language, it is also referred to a learning assessment. Meanwhile, summative appraisal is an assessment done to find out what a student already knows or what he can do, at the end of the study period. The goal is to provide information, what achievements have been achieved; in popular terms is called an assessment of learning.

The results of the test performed by students are usually used in various ways. The score of a student get in a test can show how well he or she is performing in the class, or comparison of the achievements he or she has previously. Moreover, the results of these exams can be used by teachers to: (a) determine students' abilities relative to other students in the same test; (b) showing the development of a student's ability over a period of time in certain knowledge and skills; (c) show evidence of understanding of a particular subject matter, knowledge or idea; and (d) it can predict student performance in the future. In order for the test results to be reliable and appropriate to use, then the validity and reliability aspects of the instrument are essential to be known and report.

B. Analysis of Test Results

The results of the examination analysis starts from obtaining information about students' abilities from the results of the tests conducted, usually called as 'test score'. There are various ways to report scores that show students ability. A common way to do is to sum up the number of correct answers, which indicates students' ability. Further analysis is by performing simple statistical procedures to be able to explain more about the quality of the questions, the quality of the students as well as the comparison of attributes measured.

The most widely used approach currently in the analysis of exam results is the classical test theory (or CTT) approach. Classic test theory can be used to predict the outcome of a test. This prediction is done by considering several parameters such as students' ability and item difficulty level. Charles Spearman
put forward the theory of this classic test in 1904 and applied in many discipline including educational assessment. The basic assumption of this classical test theory is that the observed scores are denoted by X, none other than true scores (T) and errors (E), so the equation: X = T + E [1].

This means that score of test results obtained by one student, for example, contained true scores and errors. It should be noted that only the observed score (X) is real (appears in the data directly) while the true score (T) and error (E) are latent or cannot be observed directly. From these observed score (which is a raw score), various analysis and interpretations can be produced such as: a) descriptive statistics, i.e. central tendencies (average), variance and frequency tables. All three can provide information directly on which items are useful and which are not. For example, the low diversity of scores among students indicates poor quality of item questions in the test; b) item difficulty level; the degree of item difficulty shows the proportion of students who can answer the item correctly from one exam. The lowest point of 1.0 (100%), meaning that all students can answer correctly about the test and the highest point of difficulty level is 0.0, indicating none (0%) individuals who can answer correctly. Item difficulty that have an extreme point (0% or 100%) like the two preceding examples are of little use because they cannot distinguish individual abilities, in other words they are not good quality items; c) The item discrimination shows how far a problem is able to distinguish individuals with high and low ability. Simply put, if high-ability and low-ability students can overcome item number 10, then this problem has low item discrimination. On the contrary, if a high-ability student can solve the item problem number 10 while the low-ability cannot cope, then point the item has a high discrimination; d) weighted score, generally in the context of CTT, the scores for each item are given equally (e.g. 1 for correct answers, and 0 for wrong answers), weighting scores are applied when a given problem has different weights to produce a total raw score.

Basically, the use of raw score as a measure of achievement has several disadvantages, such as [1]:

a. The raw score is basically not the result of measurement. More precisely the raw score is the number of correct answers to the item questions;

b. The raw score is the initial information. The raw score is also usually expressed in percentage (%) which is nothing but a summary of numerical data, but does not provide measurement data;

c. Raw scores have weak quantitative meanings. The quantitative meaning of the raw score obtained will be different, depending on the number of questions, while the percentage of correct answers always depends on the difficulty level of the problem;

d. The raw score does not indicate a person's ability to a particular task. The raw scores also can not explain much about the difficulty of the problem; and last,

e. The raw score and the percentage of correct answers are not always linear. In a linear test, students who score 15 (scale 0 to 100) always have a higher ability than those with a score of 10. However, empirically sometimes both have the ability to have the same.

More critics come from van Zile-Tamsen (2017, p. 2), she stated that CTT approach has several limitations:

“including the fact that derived scores are sample dependent and biased toward central scores. Further, missing data presents a problem for computing overall scores. Measure reliability is often presented as Cronbach’s alpha, and evidence of validity is based on the content of the items and correlations of scale scores with other measures, which may or may not be reliable and valid themselves. Finally, it is very difficult to examine the operation of individual items to determine effectiveness of these items for the target population and their contribution to measurement of the overall latent construct.”

Therefore looking at other alternatives in conducting analysis of exam results is indispensable, especially with the various weaknesses of the classic test theory above. The deficiency of CTT is then corrected by the theory of item response theory (IRT) with various variations of its logistic parameters (called as PL), one of which is 1PL developed by Georg Rasch that called as a rasch model. Unlike the CTT which always depends on the score, IRT is not dependent on the sample of particular item-questions and abilities of people involved in the exam.

II. METHOD

Georg Rasch developed an analytical model of the item response theory (IRT) in the 1960s commonly called 1PL (one parameter logistic) [9]. This mathematical model was later popularized by Benjamin Wright in the United States (Linacre, 2011). With raw data in the form of dichotomous data (in the form of right and wrong) that indicate the student's abilities, Rasch formulates this into a mathematical model that connects students and item interchangeably trough an equal interval scale [11].

As an illustration, a student who is able to do 80% of the problem correctly would have better abilities than other students who can only do 60% of the item questions. The data gathered (percentage) indicates that the raw data obtained is none other than the ordinal data type showing rank and not linear [5]. Since ordinal data do not have the same interval, the data needs to be converted into equal interval scale for statistical analysis purposes. So if a person gets a score of 80%, then the odds probability ratio is 80:20 (meaning: 80 correct and 20 wrong), which is nothing more than a more an odd ratio probability. However, this odd ratio score still not has equal interval characteristics, so Rasch suggests to use logarithmic function to produce measurements scale with the same interval (equal distance). The result is an equal interval scale that also has a new unit called logit (log odds unit). Through this interval type data, Rasch model develops a measurement model like a logit ruler that determines the relationship between the student ability and item difficulty level. In practice this
interval data showing students’ abilities and item difficulty in the same scale. Later, based on this model it is easy to be concluded that the success rate of students in working on the test items depends on the level of ability and item difficulty level [4].

The results of Rasch measurement model through logit ruler addresses the five principles of measurement for human sciences from Mok dan Wright (2004), which are: a). produce a linear measure; b). overcome missing data; c). give estimate of precission; d) detect misfits or outliers; and e). replicable [7]. If the examination analysis which starts from obtaining information about students’ abilities that follow this principle, meaning more accurate and meaningful inferences can be made on the data that gathered, especially for activities of assessment for learning.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Wright Map (Item-Person Map)

Item person map (or Wright Map or Variable Map) is a tool in Rasch model measurement that provide comprehensive outlook of the data. This map, also called as construct map, illustrates person abilities and item difficulties which using the same logit ruler that provide information about result of a test [13].

For illustration, theoretically, the continuum example of the item difficulty level can follow what in education called as Bloom's Taxonomy. In the 1950s Benjamin Bloom proposed a taxonomy of cognitive process. This taxonomy is so influential in education, and has undergone various revisions. According to Bloom, the items that ask about memorizing categorize as the lowest level of cognitive ability. Therefore the items that measure this process tend to have low difficulty levels. The higher the level of cognitive processes performed, the higher the degree of difficulty of the item questions that measure it. The level of cognitive processes developed by Bloom moves from memory, understanding, application, analysis, evaluation and finally synthesis. This means that the test item synthesis type should be the most difficult to be done properly by students.

Look at the Figure 1 below, that illustrate about person ability relate to item difficulty in the context of cognitive process. The left side is person ability, and the right side of the map is item difficulty level. For the person with average cognitive ability, it tends can solve correctly items that in bloom taxonomy is items type of memorizing, understanding and application. Meanwhile for the person who have low cognitive ability (left side of map in the bottom), the person has high probability only to solve correctly item question relate to memorizing facts. This map can easily capture the whole picture about person ability and item difficulty situation in one occasion.

![Item Difficulty Level: Bloom Taxonomy](image)
B. Instrument Development

Rasch measurement model is an alternative to the development of measurement instruments on educational assessments other than using classical theory. Some of the steps typically passed in the measurement instrument development procedure are:

1) Verify the assumption of unidimensionality and local independence of measurement

2) Testing the accuracy of individual item in the model. Item that have a low accuracy value are removed from the analysis (having bigger standard error measurement). The analysis is repeated again until all items have good precision with the model.

3) If the remaining number of item still exceeds the number of items being targeted, we may select the items by various considerations, for example: (a) items not overlapping their location with other items (have the same item difficulty level), (b) items that can improve the measurement reliability - the response according to the sequence (to examine the graph of the item characteristics) or (d) items that provide information in accordance with the measurement function.

The evaluation process of the measurement instrument is an iterative analysis process, which is done repeatedly until the researcher finds the optimal composition, where all the criteria can be fulfilled. For instance, a good instrument is having items that contain from lowest difficulty to the highest difficulty level; then with this will measure precisely person ability that come from every level of ability spectrum.

In practical terms, according to Boone, Staver and Yale (2014), the criteria used to check the suitability of item that could be outliers or misfits is refer to three psychometric attributes of each item that can be generated from Rasch model software such as Winsteps. The three psychometrics attributes are an Outfit mean square value (0.5 <Outfit MNSQ <1.5), a Z-standard Outfit value (-2.0 <ZSTD <+2.0) and a Point Measure Correlation Value (0.4 <Pt Measure Corr <0.85).

Another tool that inform comprehensively for each individual is person diagnostics table (Figure 2 above). This individual report showing person ability (look at the Figure 2), which denote as XXXX in the middle where the ability is +0.57 logit. The horizontal line above and below XXXX is the standard measurement error of this person (0.80), which show his/her highest and lowest ability from the measurement value of +0.57 logit. Item number in the left side are items that have a low difficulty level item (careless situation), or can solve difficult item by the person who has low ability (an indication of lucky guess).

Items and measurement instruments can be biased, i.e. when an item is more favorable to one group of certain characteristic than the others. A test item that explains about making batik, will be easy to understand by student who come from Java compare to other parts in Indonesia. This means the item is bi-as because it easy to answer by Javanese students than other ethnicities. This item tends to be biased in measuring, which in psychometrics is called the item has a differential item functioning (DIF). Rasch modeling provides a tool that can detect the presence of bias (DIF) based on the response given to certain items based on demographic data of respondent provided.

In the Winsteps software for instance, many demographic data can be combined to detect item bias, for example gender with domicile, which will give very good information based on this characteristics in terms of students’ ability in this groups. Practically an item called has DIF (bias) when value of its DIF-probability less than 5% (0.05). At the same time, because DIF gives information about item difficulty level for each item based on demo-graphics profile of respondent, this will be a very handy analysis to map overall ability based on students characteristics.

D. Person Diagnostic Report

In addition to measuring item difficulty, Rasch model also can measure ability of individual more precisely. The accuracy from response given, the pattern will show about individual tendency regard to how he/she perform solving test items. In this aspect a teacher can find out information from the results of the tests performed, where the formative test will provide valuable information for improving teaching and helping students more precisely. Detection of test result can be done in the form of identification of misconception of students on certain subject, which can be known from the statistical fit information (psychometric attributes) and the pattern of responses that are out of the ordinary.

Tools that can be used for this is called scalogram, that systematically present result of each individual responded to each item in the test. Pattern that shows up in the scalogram could be person who is consistent in their cognitive ability (solving problem correctly from item with low difficulty to high difficulty level). In other situation, could be identify person who have misfit characteristics such as wrongly answer low difficulty level item (careless situation), or can solve difficult item by the person who has low ability (an indication of lucky guess).

Another tool that inform comprehensively for each individual item is person diagnostics table (Figure 2 above). This individual report showing person ability (look at the Figure 2), which denote as XXXX in the middle where the ability is +0.57 logit. The horizontal line above and below XXXX is the standard measurement error of this person (0.80), which show his/her highest and lowest ability from the measurement value of +0.57 logit. Item number in the left side are items that answer correctly (item number 4, 9, 8, 5, 1 and 10), whereas items on the right side are answer not-correct (6, 7, 2 and 3). If the item number position in the bottom (such as no 4 and 9), then it is easy item; but if the position at the top area of the table (item no 3) then it is a difficult item.

The person diagnostics report showing that based on this student ability, item no 6 and 7 should be done correctly, because its difficulties are below his ability. For no 2 and 3 it is make sense if wrong, because item difficulty level is higher compare to person ability.
IV. CONCLUSION

Instrument testing and determining students’ abilities in educational assessments are essential. An analysis that can result in more precise measurements (produce an equal-interval scale) will determine the quality of the results of the analysis and the improvement of the educational process to help students learning. The Rasch model can help teachers assess in improving the quality of the analysis performed, because it applies the appropriate basic principles data processing. This is because the Rasch model addresses to five objective measurement requirements.

Rasch modeling applications in formative test have many advantages as they seriously about measurement accuracy. This can be for the detection of item difficulty and item bias, as well as on individual abilities identification and provide learning assistance appropriately.
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